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1. Introduction 

The rapld growth of some Aslan countrles In recent decades has 
been one of the möst puzzling Issues In the growth literature (see. 
e.g .• Lucas (1 993). Pack and Page (1 994). Young (1 994. 1995)). One 
directlon of research explainlng the rapld economlc growth In these 
Aslan countrles Is to emphaslze the role of Internatlonal trade (see 
Internatlonal Monetary Fund (1 993) for dlscusslons). However. a 
signlflcant change in the trade pattern of those countrles has not 
been examined very closely. The East AsI없1 countries whlch accompli
shed rapld growth In recent decades have dlsplayed ch없19lng trade 
patterns: from exportlng agrlcultur떠 goods to exportlng manufactures. I 

Table 1 shows the percentage shares of manufactures in 
merchandlse exports for four rapldly growlng Asl없1 economles from 
1960 to 1990. The real GDP of all four countries grew at a rate of 
about slx percent during thls perlod. Korea shows a slgnlflcant 
change In the share of manufactured goods In Its total merchandise 
exports durlng thls period. rlsing from 14 percent to 94 percent. 
The other three countries show a slmilar trend over the perlod. 2 In 
particular. there is a slgnlflcant Increase ln the share of capital 
-Intensive goods. i. e.. machlnery and transport equlpment in 
merchandlse exports. Althou뱅 an increase In the poπlon of manufac
tures in trade is a general trend for almost all countrles. these 
figures represent a signlficant change. Thus. It seems that there is 
a close relationship between economlc growth and changes ln the 
pattern of trade. Another feature of the rapidly growlng Asian 
economies Is hlgh sa띠ngs rates. The hlgh savlngs rates In these 
countrles have been emphaslzed as an Important factor to which 
the rapld growth might be attrlbuted. Table 1 also provldes savings 
rates and Investment-output ratlos of the rapldly growln당 East 
Aslan countrles. The sa띠ngs rates and Investment-output ratlos of 
the NIES are slgnificantly hlgher than the averages of the OECD 
countrles or the world economy.3 

1 Ventura (1997) expl없ns the high perfol'Inance of the East Asian countries 
focuslng on changing trade patterns. 

2 Traditionally, me share of textiles and clothings in U1e exports oI Hong 
Kong has been large (45 percent in 1960 and 39 percent ln 199이. Excluding 
textiles and clothings. Hong Kong also shows the same trend ln the 
structure of lts exports. 
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TABLE 1 
PERCENTAGE SHARE OF MANUFACTURES IN MERCHANDISE EXPORTS AND 

CAPITAL ACCUMULATION 

Share of Manufactures 1) 

Country 
1960 1990 

Korea 14 (0) 94 (37) 
Taiwan 41 (4)3) 93 (36) 

Hong Kong 80 (4) 96 (23) 
Singapore 26 (7) 73 (48) 

OECD 59 (29) 81 (42) 
World4l 58 (25)3) 75 (36) 

Sa띠n!f) 

1975-90 

30.6 
32.9 
38.6 
36.8 

21.7 
23.3 

Investmene) 

1975-90 

3 1.3 
25.6 
29.5 
36.7 

22.1 
23.7 

Notes: 1) The percentage shares of machinery and transport equipment in 
merchandise e때orts are provided in parentheses. 

2) In percent of GDP or GNP. 
3) 1965. 
4) A weighted average. 

Source: World Development Report, 1982 , 1992. 
World Economic Outlook, 1992. 
IFS data set. 

This study attempts to construct an endogenous growth model 
which c없1 explain the empirically observed changing trade patterns 
in the high-performing East Asian countries. 1 will focus on three 
facts in those Asian countries: high growth rates , high sa띠ngs 

rates , and a significant change in the trade pattern. This study 

argues that the East Asian countries with rapid grov.πh have had 
high capital accumulation (through low time preference , for example) 
relative to others, and this is the main reason for the high 
perforrnance and the changing trade pattern from exporting 
agricultur려 goods (land-intensive or labor-intensive goods) to e앵O띠ng 

manufactures (or capital-intensive goods). 
The traditional neoclassical trade model suggests that the pattern 

of trade depends on the relative amount of endowment. This , in 
turn , determines an a따ar양 rela디ve price of traded goods and 

compara디.ve advantage , which is the main content of the Heckscher 

-Ohlin mode1.4 However , this analysis is limited to static trade 

3 Jap밍1 has also shown a high sa띠ngs rate over the high growth period 
(an average of 33.9 percent from 1960 to 199이. 

4 MacDonald 없ld Markusen (1985) and Markusen (1983) show some cases 
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models. The implication of the neoclassical trade model. when 
capital accumulation and dynamlc optimlzatlon are Included. Is very 
different from that of static trade models. as examined by Baxter 
(1 992). Baxter (1 992) shows with a two-good. two-factor. and two 
-country model that the neoclasslcal model can explaln many 
phenomena (e.g. Increasing volume of trade. two-way trade in goods 
with slmilar factor content. welfare benefit of trade liberalization. etc.) 

that are inexplicable within the traditional Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson 
model. Thls paper differs from her model In the sense that thls 
paper can analyze the effect of International trade on economlc 
growth whlle In Baxter (1 992)’ s neoclassical model. the Intematlonal 
trade only has a level effect on outpu t. Thus. It may be useful to 
discuss the rapld gro\\πh In the East Aslan countries In an 
endogenous growth context. Another Important implicatlon In the 
transitional dynamics incorporating endogenous growth Is that thls 
model can show a reversal In the trade pattern without exogcnous 
shocks such as government tax p이Icles. As capltal accumulates. a 
country can be switched from a land (or labor)-abundant country to 
a capital-abundant country. whlch may be sped up by intcrnat.ional 
trade. 

The importance of capital accumulatlon in determlnin앙 long-run 
trade patterns has been emphasized by many studies such as 
Oniki and Uzawa (1 965). Findlay (1970). Clarlda and Flndlay (1 991). 

and Flshcr (1995). This study dlffers from these previous studles In 
the fi이lowin당 sense. First. this study considers a general equilibrium 
endogenous growth model based on dynamic optlmizaUon so that the 
relatlonshlp between growth and pattems of trade can be explicitly 
examlned. 5 The closed economy steady state and the free trade 
steady state are compared in terms of output growth. incorpora디ng 
changes In the pattems of trade from the beglnnlng of free trade to 
the free trade steady state. Second. the transltlonal dynamlcs Is 
extenslvely Investlgated. an외때cally as well as numerlcally. The free 

in whlch the tradltlonal Heckscher-Ohlin model fails In the sense that the 
pattern of trade is not determlned by the relatlve factor endowments. 
Howevcr. In most cases the pattern of trade Is determlned by autarky 
relatlve prlces. except when there are Increaslng returns to scale. 

5 The endoμcnous growth model of the study Is an extenslon of Rebelo 
(1991) by Incorporatlng internatlonal trade Into the model. Thus. the net 
value addcd can be found In the aspects of internatlonal trade and the 
transitlonal dynamlcs after free trade descrlbed In 야le followlng sectlons. 
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trade steady state is analy디cally shown to be reached in a finite 
time rather than approached asymptotically in an infinite time. 
Applying a solution method of differential equations , the evolution 
of all variables of interest is described numerically with some 
parameterization. 

The economy considered in this paper has three production 
sectors (two consumption goods 와ld one investment good) with a 
constant retums to scale technology as in Rebelo (1991). This paper 
shows that par없neters related to capi떠1 accumulation play a crucial 
role in the determination of the long-run comparative advantage. A 
country where conditions favor capital accumulation will develop a 
long-run comparative adv;킹ltage in the capital-intensive good regard
less of ini디al comparative advantage. The new steady state, after 
free trade , is described by specialization of at least one country. 
This study will show that the growth rate of the courttry with 
favorable conditions for capital accumulation tends to be hi양ler 

over the transition path after free trade , while the country with 
lower capi떼 accumulation experiences lower output gro\\πh. Therefore , 

high growth rates and changing trade patterns associated with high 
sa띠ngs rates observed in the East Asian countries c없1 be explained 
by high capital accumulation in the endogenous gro\\πh model. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
describes an endogenous growth model and derives the steady state 
balanced growth path in a closed economy. Transitional dynamics 
after free trade in a small open economy and a two-country 
economy is examined in Section IIl. Section IV concludes. 

11. An Endogenous Growth Model 

A. Economic Environment 

There is a representative consumer (with no popula디on grO\\πh for 
convenience) who chooses her consumption of CJ[ and C2b and 
sa띠ngs in the form of an increase in assets , å! ( = daj dtl, given the 
initial asset h이dings ， a!, to maximize her lifetime discounted utili양 

by s이띠ng the following problem: 

max J~' e μ! U (C j(, C2! )dt, p> 0 , (1 ) 
Ic" . C2t • á t I 

‘ 
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u (cu . C2t) = 
( Clt?c2tl-β)1-0_1 

1- 0" 
• 0" >0. 0< β< 1. 

su며ect to 

at 드 rt α - c u - P2t C2t. C u. C2t ~ 0 for all t. 

where u (cu . C2t) 1s a momentary utility function. p 1s a discount 
factor. rt 1s an 1nterest rate on assets. and P2t 1s a relative price of 
consumption good 2 1n teIIns of consumption good 1. Consumption 
good 1 1s chosen as a numeraire (PI = 1). Consumer's assets cons1st 
of claims on two production factors. cap1tal and a non-reproduc1ble 
factor. 

In this economy. there are three production sectors: two consump
tion goods. X1. X2 없ld one 1nvestment good. 1. wtth the followtng 
constant returns to scale production functions: 

X u = FI (ØuZt. 싸T) = AI( øuZtla1 (싸 T) 1 낀 (2) 

X 2t = F2( Ø2t Zt. (1- 싸) T) = A 2( Ø2t Ztla‘ ((1- 싸) T) 1-깐 (3) 

lt = F3((1- ølt - Ø2tl Ztl = B(1- ølt - Ø2tl Zt. (4) 

Consumption goods are produced wtth two factors: capital. Z. and 
a non-reproduc1ble factor. T. In th1s model. capltal Is a compos1te 
Includ1ng all kinds of factors to be accumulated (e.g.. phys1cal and 
human cap1tal). The non-reproduc1ble factor represents all factors 
that are not deprec1ated and cannot be reproduced. such as land 
or raw labor (from now on. 1 wtll s1mply call thls ftxed production 
factor as land for convenience). Consumptlon good 1 uses ø u fractlon 
of total cap1tal at time t. 없ld ι fractlon of land. In produc1ng 
consumption good 2. Ø2t fraction of cap1tal and (1- ø t) fraction of 
land are used. The 1nvestment good (cap1tall Is produced wtth the 
remain1ng fraction (1 - ø u - Ø2t) of capital In a linear technolo잃r. A 1. 

A2. 없ld B are constants representing technolo양 parameters. 
Without loss of gener외ity. assume that consumption good 1 is 
produced with a relatlvely more capital-intenslve technology 밍ld 

consump디on good 2 Is produced wtth a land-intens1ve technology. 
that is. a1 1s greater than a2. The Investment good ls produced 
with cap1tal only. πlls 1nvestment production function ls s1milar to 
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Lucas (1988)’s. hum밍1 capi없1 accumulation equa디on. Capital depreci
ates at a rate ð; thus the accumulation of capital is defined as 

Zt = It - ðZt. (5) 

A representative firm maximizes its current profits by hiring 
capital 없ld 1없ld 밍ld allocating these factors among three production 
sectors as in the following: 

max X lt + P2t X2t + pzt1t - ð PztZt - Rz(pz(Z( - RπPn1、’ (6) 
{ ø lt • Ø2' • ø,J 

where Pzt and Pn are relative prices of capital and land in tenns of 
consumption good 1, and R zt and Rπ are rental rates on capital 
and land, respectively. The competitive equilibrium in this closed 
economy is defined as follows. 

A competitive equilibrium is defined by a set of alloca다on rules. 
CIt =C1( Zt ,T) , C2t=C2( Zt ,T) , α=A(Zt.T). Zt=Z(Zt ,T ), ølt= φ1( Z (o 

T ), Ø2t= φ'2( Zt ,T) , 없ld 싸= ψ( Z( ,T) , 없ld pricing functions , P2t二

P2(Zt ,T) , Pzt--'-Pz(Zt ,T) , Pn=PT(Zt ,T) , r(=r(Zt ,T) , Rz(=Rz(Z( ,T ), 

andRπ=RT(Zt ，T) such that 
i) consumers solve problem (1), 

ii) firms solve problem (6), and 
iii) the goods market 와ld assets market clear each period, implying 

삼lat 

Xlt = Clt , X 2( = C2t , a( = Pz(Z( + PnT. 

The following relations are obtained from the first order condi
tions of the competitive equilibrium: 

.; 11 Y c" + 홍 12Yc2' = Ypol, +';21YC,,+ ξ22Y 마 r(- p 、 (7) 

RztPzt = Fll( ølt Zt , ψT)- δPz( 

= P2(F2
1 (Ø2(Z r.( 1- ØtlT)- δPZ( (8) 

= PZdF31 ((1- ø lt - Ø2tl Ztl- ð ], 

RnPn = F12(ØltZt , Ø(T) = P2(F22 (Ø2(Z t.( 1-ØtlT ), (9) 
‘ 
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rt = YP" + Rzt = Ypn + RTt, 

lim PztZtUl( C Il, C2t )e-"t = 0 , 
t '∞ 

(1 0) 

(1 1) 

where l; u denotes the elasticity of marginal utility of consumption 
of good i wi야1 respect to good J ( ð u, / ð 다 ), F/ and FI2 are 야le 
margin외 products of capltal and land, respectively, for production 
sector i , Y Is the growth rate of the subscript variable , and Ul is 
the partlal derivatlve of the momentary utllity functlon with respect 
to the first argument (Cl). Equatlon (7) provides the conditlons that 
an optlmal path of consumptlon and wealth accumulatlon must 
satlsfy. Resource allocatlon conditions (8) require that the value of 
the marginal product of capital should be equalized across the 
three production sectors, and also be equal to rental rates of 
capital. Conditions (9) imply that the value of marglnal product of 
the fixed factor should be equal between the two consumption 
sectors and also be equal to rental rates of the fixed factor. The 
arbitrage condition implies equ외ity of yield across assets as in 
equation (1 이. Equation (11) is the tr밍lsversality conditlon. 

B. Steady State in a Closed Economy 

In the steady state , growth rates of fractlon variables, ø 11 , Ø21' 

와ld ø 1 , are zero .6 The steady state equilibrium of a closed economy 
requires that the production of each good be equal to the 
consumptlon of the representatlve consumer. Then , in the steady 
state , Yx ,= Yc ,= α1 Yz and Yx,= Yc,= a2Yz. Natlonal income Is defined 
as Y ~Xl + P2X2 + pzI. Then , the growth rate of national income is 
glven by 

Yy = al Yz = 
a I(B- δ - p) 

1- (1- 이(ßal+ (l- 이 a2) 
• (12) 

6 In gener려. there is no guarantee that the steady state exlsts because 
there Is no reason that the efflclency conditlons from the consumer slde , 
such as equatlon (7) , should hold on the producer slde, as polnted out by 
Rebelo (1 99 1. pp. 516-7). However, thls system, wlth the speclficatlon of 
functlons descrlbed above (a Cobb-Douglas productlon functlon and a CRRA 
utlllty functlon) , guar밍ltees the existence of the steady state path. 

、
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If this growth rate is lower than - α1 ð (which is the grm짜h rate 

with no production of capital. i.e.. Øl + Ø2= 1). then the economy 
grows at a rate - α1 δ. In the fi이lowing anaψsis. this corner 
solution will be ruled out. Equation (1 1) demonstrates a common 
property of endogenous growth models: namely. the economy grows 
persistently without exogenous shocks. This economy has no 
transitional dynamics; it always grows at rate yν . The source of 
economic gro'-'πh comes from the accumulation of capital. As. the 
investment good is produced (that is. capital is accumulated). the 
production of consumption goods increases and national income 
grows .. In a closed economy. the growth rate depends on tastes and 
technology par밍neters describing the condition for capital accumula
tion. The lower the time preference (the smaller is p). the larger the 
elasticiψ of intertemporal substitution (the smaller is CT). and the 
more biased the tastes are to the capital-intensive consumption 
good (the bigger is β). the higher the growth rate .7 The higher 남le 
capital share in the production of the relatively capital-intensive 
consumption good (the bigger is α Il. and the more advanced the 
technology of investment good production (the bigger is B). the 
faster the economy grows. The growth rate does not depend on the 
amount of the fixed factor. The amount of the. flXed factor 
determines the level of output. but not the growth rate. With this 
benchmark model. a free trade equilibrium is examined in Section 
111. Along the balanced growtll path. the interest rate is constant 
(given by B δ+(αl-l)yz). πle relative price of capi떠1 is decreasing 
at a rate of (α1 -1) yz . 

The effect of taxation on goods can be easily examined as in 
Rebelo (1 991). Only a tax (or subsidy) on capital (or investment good 
production) affects the steady state growth rate of output. With a 
balanced government budget and no effect of government spending 
on the marginal utility of consumption or the mar멍nal cost of 
production. it is easy to show that only the tax rate on the 
investment good affects the growth rate. Suppose that the tax rate 
on the investment good is Tz • but the tax is refunded for the 
depreciation δZ( at the same rate. Then. only the rental rate of 

7 This statement is valid only when the economy grows at a posi디ve rate 
(B-ð-p>O). When the gr애πh rate is nega디ve (but higher than - α l δ ). the 
lower time preference. the smaller inteπemporal substitution. and the more 
biased tastes to the land (fixed factor)-intensive consump디on good lead to a 
higher growth rate. 
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capital in equation (8) needs to be modifled: R.= (1 -r.HB-ð). Then , 

the growth rate of national income is ch없1ged to the following: 

Y9 = 
Q1[(1-자HB-ð) - p) 

l- (1 -a)[ßal+ (l- β)a쇠 
• (1 3) 

Thus , a higher (lower) tax rate on the investment good (or capital 
income tax) reduces (increases) the incentive to accumulate capital. 
which results in a lower (higher) growth rate. This result supports 
justification of the govemment subsidy policy to capital-intensive 
industries (here , corresponds to the investment production sector). 
This might be 하1 explanation for the high performance of some 
Asian countries (for a related study, see Easterly and Rebelo (1993). 

which examines the role of govemment s public investment on 
growth). 

111. Transitional Dynamics after Free Trade 

A. A Small Open Economy Model 

The model considers a world market where free trade of consump
tion goods Is possible at the world relative price of consumption 
goods. Assume that only consumption goods are traded. Capltal is 
not traded. 8 A small open economy model Is first analyzed and a 
two-country model will be examlned later. A small open economy Is 
defined as a country that takes the path of the world relative price 
of consumpUon goods as glven , and its supply and demand do not 
affect the world prlce. Thus , the growth rate of the relative prlce of 
consumpUon goods Is given exogenously as a constant YP, and the 
goods market clearlng condlUons now change to a trade balance 
equaUon , Xll+P2IX21=Cll+P2IC21. Wlthout loss of generality assume 
that the small economy Is showing a higher 당rowth rate of the 
relative prlce in autarky than that of the world relative prlce (YP,^> 
'Ypl"). Thls implies that the small open economy has a favorable 

8 Capltal ln thls paper IncJudes human capltal and physlcal capltal. Thus , 
It Is reasonable to assume that capltal ls lmmoblle across countrles at least 
partially. Barro et a l. (1 995) show that a partlal Immobllity of capltal 
(human capltal) results In a slow convergence over lransltlonal dynamlcs. 

‘ 
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condition for capital accumulation relative to the world economy so 
that it grows faster than the world economy before the free 
trade. 9. 10 This small economy accumulates capital faster than the 
world economy over time. 

With higher capi뻐1 accumulation than the world economy, 다le 

relative cost of producing good Xl in the small economy is 
decreasing faster than in the world economy since the endowment 
ratio becomes more favorable to capital-intensive good X\. Therefore , 

this economy tends to produce more of consumption good X) over 
time and eventually specializes in consump디on good X1. That 1s. 
단lis economy has a long-run comparative advantage in producing 
consumption good X1 compared to the world market. This result is 
summarized in the following proposi디on: 

Proposition 1 

Assume that consumption good Xl is produced with a relatively 
more capital-intensive technology ( α 1 > a 2) and that the gro\\예1 rate 
of the relative price of consump디on goods in the small economy is 
higher in autarky than that of the world economy ( r pt > 생").Ifthis 

economy is small. so that it cannot affect the world relative price , 

then after free trade of the two consumption goods , this small open 
economy produces an increasing amount of consumption good X j, 밍ld 

eventu혀ly speci려izes in the production of consump디on good Xl and 
investment good 1 within a finite time. 

Proof: Appendix. 

The convergence of this economy to the steady state in a finite 
time is different from the conventional argument of asymptotic 
convergence to the steady state in 없1 infinite time. The slope of the 

9 This case may 띠olate the small economy assumption of no effect of the 
supply and demand of the small economy on the world market. However , if 
the size of the economy is assumed to be very small, this case can still be 
consistent with the small economy assump디on. 

10 The price of consump디on good 2 is endogenous. Thus. it may be more 
accurate to state that if the small open economy accumulate faster than the 
world economy (due to some factor such as patience. etc .. then the relative 
p디ce of consump디on good 2 in tenns of consumption good 1 in the small 
open economy increases faster than that of the world economy since the 
consumption good 2 is less capital-intensive than the consumption good 1. • 
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production possibility frontler at the speclalizatlon (In X!) polnt in 
the plane of the two consumptlon goods becomes f1atter at a faster 
speed than the growth rate of the world relat1ve pr1ce as 야le small 
open economy accumulates capltal faster than the world economy. 
Eventually. thls economy reaches the speclalizatlon polnt in a finlte 
t1me. After then. this economy produces only consumptlon good Xl 

and investment good 1 in a new steady state described by the 
following proposltion. 

Proposition 2 
When a smal1 country specl외izes in Xl. in the sense that it 

produces only consumptlon good X1 and the investment good 1. the 
new steady state growth rate of output ( 센 ) is lower than that of 
autar쩌r If and only if the inverse of the elasticlty of Intertemporal 
subsUtution ( 이 1s greater than one. However. if a small economy 
specializes in consumption good X2 (land-intenslve good) and the 
Investment good 1. then the new steady state growth rate of output 
Is always higher than that of autar셰. 

Proof: Appendix. 

The above result is also summarized in Table 2 for the two cases 
of specializatlon. This result is interestlng because it may be 
different from the conven t1onal view in two ways. First. it has been 
thou당ht that specializatlon mlght have a positlve effect on the 
growth rate of outpu t. Second. the effect of trade on the growth 
rate of a small open economy Is not symmetrlc between the two 
dlrecUons of speci외ization: specl외Ization In capltal-lntenslve goods 
and spec1alization In land-intensive goods. Recent studles such as 
Grossman and Helpm따1 (1 991) and Matsuyama (1992) have shown 
that trade may reduce the growth rate of a small open economy. 
However. the second result has not been shown In the literature. 

The above result may be explained IntulUvely as follows. In the 
new steady state where the small open economy Is speciallzed In 
produclng X1 and 1. the law of motlon for the prlce of capltal Is 
dictated by the world economy. The relatlve price of capital In the 
world economy is decreaslng slower than that of the small economy 
In autar찌. This implies that the interest rate (B - ð+ yp,) ls higher 
in the small economy after it reaches spe미allzatlon than that of 
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TABLE 2 
SPEC버LIZATION IN A SMALL OPEN ECONOMY 

Before Trade (Autarky) 
Growth Rate 
Growth Rate of P2 

Static Comparative Adv.없ltage 

i) P2t > P2γ 

ii) P2t < P2t
W 

Iρng-Run Comparative Adv없üage 

After Specialization 
Growth Rate 

Case 1 

Y: > Yyw 

Yp'>A> Yp2‘’ 

Xl 
X2 

X1 

}if 를 y￠ as o등1 
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Case 2 

yJ < yJU 
YP2A< Ypl" 

X 1 

X2 

X2 

YS > y3 

autarky. With an increase in the interest rate. there are two effects 
on the allocation of resources between the consump디on good 
production sectors and the investment good produc디on sector: a 
wealth effect 없ld a (intertemporal) substitution effect. The wealth 
effeet of an increase in the interest rate increases resources 
producing the consumption goods and the substitution effect 
increases resources producing the investment good. Thus. the small 
economy may increase consumption good production relative to 
investment good produc디on (øt> øf+ 뼈 ) or may increase investment 
good production relative to consump디on good produc디on (øt< øt+ 
øt). Whether this small open economy accumulates capital faster 
or slower depends on its behavior in response to an increase in the 
interest rate, that is. the elasticity of inteπemporal substitution (1/ a). 

With a high intertemporal substitution (a < 1) , 안le small open 
economy accumulates faster than in autar양. so that the growth 
rate is higher 하ler speci려iza디on. However. for 없1 economy with 
low capital accumulation in a따arky， the interest rate after speciali
zation in X2 is lower than that in autarky, which makes resource 
allocation in producing the investment good greater through the 
wealth effect and the substitution effect. Therefore , for a country 
with low capital accumulation , the net effect of trade on the gro\\πh 
rate is always posi디ve. 

The next question is what happens to key variables of interest 
during the transition pa야1. Figure 1 shows an ex없nple for the 
small open economy model. The free trade equilibrium over the 

‘ 
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=0.037 , B =0.104 , <'5= 0.02 , 0"= 2 , β=0.5 ， and A] =A2 = 1. This 
par밍neterization leads to an autar석T steady state growth rate equal 
to 0.02 , a steady state interest rate of 0.07 , a savings rate of 0.30 ‘ 

and a cdy ratio of 0.35 in autarky. πle growth rate of the world 
relative price is set constant such that it corresponds to a gro\\πh 

rate of world output of 0.017. The capital-land ratio is exogenously 
given such that the autarky rela디ve price of the small economy is 
matched with the world relative price in period zero when inter
national trade starts. Under this condition, static trade models 
predict that no trade occurs. However. this model has an additional 
production sector, the investment good sector. The shadow price of 
the investment good in this country rises during the transition 
path, and thus capital accumulation increases. The only way to 
accommodate the increase in demand for capital in the investment 
good production sector in period zero is for the consumption good 
XJ(감le capital-intensive good) to decrease and X2 (the land-intensive 
good) to increase given the fixed world relative price. This is a 
direct result of the capital-land ratio in production sector X] being 
higher than that of production sector X 2 • This is a version of the 
Rybc킹mski (1 955) theorem. Thus , the production of consumption 
good X] decreases at the initial point of free trade , even 야lOugh 
this small economy eventually specializes in producing good X] and 
the investment good. The production of consumption good X2 jumps 
up at period zero. 

ln Figure 1, X] and X2 are normalized to one at the time of 
starting free trade. After the initial jump , the inputs shift conti
nuously from the production of X2 to the production of X] during 
the transition path until the economy reaches the new steady state. 
It is easy to see a possibili양 of reversal of the trade pattern. In 
period zero the trade pattern depends on the relative price of 
consumption goods compared to that of the world economy‘ For 
example , suppose that the small open economy has a rela디vely 

large endowment of land which gives it an initial compara디ve 

11 This method is similar to the Time-Elimination method suggested by 
Mullig없1 없ld SaIa-i-Maπin (1991. 1993) in the sense that differentiaI equa디ons 
are solved backward. However. unlike the conventionaI tr없lsition외 dynamics 
where the steady state is approached asymptotic려ly in an infinite time. this 
economy reaches the new steady state in a finite time. Thus. the differential 
equation solution method can be applied directly to this modeI. staπing 

from the steady state backward. The program is available upon request. 
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advantage In producing the land-intensive consumption good X2 . 

However, with higher capltal accumulation the smal1 economy 뼈U 

eventual1y have a compara디ve advantage in producing the capital 
-intensive good Xl. Thus, thls model may explaln the signlficant 
change ln the trade pattem of the East Aslan countrles. 
πle growth rate of capltal Is hl방ler at the sta띠ng polnt of free 

trade. The grmνth rate of output Is also hlgher over the transition 
path , but the new steady state growth rates of output and captt허 
are lower than those of autar앤 slnce (1 Is assumed to be two (that 
Is , not a hlgh lntertemporal substitution). However, the growth rate 
of composite consumption defined by C/ C21 -β Is hlgher over the 
transltion and in the new steady state , whlch means Intematlonal 
trade Is always welfare-Improvlng. πle sa띠ngs rate (defined by 1 -
(Cl + piVC2)/Y) rlses markedly In the new steady state as well as 
during the transitlon reflecting the incentive of hlgh capital 
accumulation. The interest rate Is also hlgher durlng the translUon 
path but It follows the path of the world economy after 
specialization. Note that the switch to specialization takes a long (ln 
thls example , about 125 years) but finlte time. Sensltivlty analysis 
shows that a smaller dlfference In growth rates between the small 
economy and the world economy before trade results In a longer 
transltion path. 

B. A Two-Countrν Model 

In a two-country world economy, the world relatlve prlce (piV
) ls 

endogenously determined. The max1mization problem of the foreign 
country's representa디ve agent ls as follows: 

max 
ICIκ C2" • å ,., 

t 
서
 
“ 

-4 ) • 
갱
 

i 
! ” ‘ p 

ν
 

• 
, 얘U

 

P 

」

( 

1- (1* 

subJect to 

å (* ~ r(*a ,* - Cll* - P2(1V cú. , Cll* , C2(* :? 0 for all (, 

XlI* = Al*( Øll* z(*)a,,( ø,* T* )l-a,' ’ 

X2t* = A:f( Ø2t* Zt*)a:f ((1- øt*)T*)l- αf , 
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It* = B*( 1- ølt*- Ø2t*) Z t*. 

Z t* = It* - 앤Zt*， 

Xlt* + P2fX2f = Clt* + P2tωC2t*， 

a t* = Pzt*Zt* + pn*T*, 

lim Zt* UI(Clt* , C2t*)e - p*t = 0 , 
l ’∞ 
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where asterisks denote foreign country variables and par없neters. If 

the tastes and technolo양 for capital accumu1ation are the same 
across the two countries so 야lat 단le grow단1 rates of the relative 
price of consumption goods are the same, then international trade 
determines a comparative adv없ltage for each country depending on 
the factor endowment ratios (the capital-land ratios) of the two 
countries at the time of trading. With a one-time change in the 
relative price of consump디on goods the two countries follow the 
same balanced gr애th path as in a따arky. 

Consider a world economy composed of two countries with different 
autar석r growth rates (or different capital accumu1ation rates) arising 
from differences in preferences or capital income tax rates. It is 
easy to show that the 10ng-run trade pattern is determined by 
capital accumu1ation summarized by the growth rate of the relative 
price of the two consump디on goods as follows: 

Ypz -

Ypf -

(α1 α2 )((1- Tz)(B-ö) - p) 

1- (1- a)( βα1+(I-ß)a이 ’ 

(α 1*- a장)((l-Tz*)(B* -왕)- 야) 

1- (1- a*)(β*α1* +(1- ß*) α장) 
• 

Thus , the detennination of 10ng-run compara디ve adv없ltage is 
closely re1ated to taxation on the investment good. A subsidy on 
the investment good sector may cause 야le country to have a 
long-run compara디ve advantage in the production of the capita1 
-intensive good even thou맹 it has a 10ng-run comparative advantage 
in the produc디on of the land-intensive consumption good without 
the subsidy. The fl이10wing proposition summarizes this argument. 
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Proposition 3 

Assume that α1> a2 , al = a{' , and a2 = a2'l<. Under free trade of 
the two consumption goods , the long-run comparatlve advantage is 
determ1ned by the relative magn1tude of y p-, and y pl 1n autarky of 
the two countr1es. 1f the home country’s growth rate of the relative 
pr1ce of the two consumption goods 1n a따ar애 Is h1gher than the 
foreign country’s (Yp-, > y P-/)' then the home country produces relatively 
more and more of consumptlon good X1 and relatively less and less 
of consumption good X2 over the transition path. 

Proof: Appendix. 

An intuitive explanation may be provided as follows. For slmpliciψ. 
suppose that the home country has a lower tlme preference (other 
differences can be analyzed In a s1milar fashlon). Then the home 
country tends to accumulate capital faster than the foreign country. 
Thls hlgher capital accumulation leads to a hlgher growth rate of 
the relatlve price of the two consumption goods in autarky , which , 

in turn , implies a long-run comparative advantage in producing 야le 
capital-intensive good Xl. The possibility of reversal of the trade 
pattern can be discussed in the same way as in the small open 
economy model. 1n summary, long-run comparative advantage is 
determined by the growth rates of the autarky relative prices of the 
two consumption goods. since it contains 1nformation on all para
meters describ1ng cap1tal accumulation. 

The new steady state 1n the two-country open economy model is 
different from that of the small open economy model In the sense 
that the law of motion of the world market equilibrlum Is endogen
ously determlned and that speclalizatlon In both countrles is 
unlikely to happen. The new steady state Is descrlbed In the 
following propositlon. 

Proposition 4 

Given the assumþtions of Proposition 3 , the new steady state is 
reached in a finite Ume by specialization of one country and 
incomplete specializatlon of the other country. The law of motion of 
the world economy after specialization follows the speclalized 
country’s a따arky growth path. 1f the home country first reaches 
specialization (e.g. in X1 due to the long-run comparaUve advantage 
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in Xl) 없ld the foreign country incompletely specializes, then the 
growth rates of the two countries in the new steady state are given 
by the home country’s autar야T growth rate. If the foreign country 
first reaches specialization in X2 and the home country incompletely 
specializes , the grow단1 rates are given by the foreign country’S 

autarky growth rate. 

Proof: Appendix. 

Table 3 summarizes the above proposition. Mter free trade , the 
countries start to produce more of the good in which they have a 
long-run compara디ve advantage. For ex없nple ， a more pa디ent 

country starts to produce more of consumption good X] and the 
other country produces more of X 2 • 깐le country that will completely 
specialize in one consumption good and the invesìment good 
depends on the convergence speed and the initial difference in 
endowment ratios across countries. It is worth noting that complete 
specialization by. both countries happens only if both countries 
reach their specialization points simultaneously. 1t is interesting 
that after a country reaches a specialization point, the two 
countries follow the law of motion 밍ven by the specialized country’s 
autar양 balanced growth path. If a slowly growing country speci려izes 

first (Case 1) , the growth rate of the more rapi버.y growing country 
is lower. In contrast. if a country ~끼삼1 more rapid growth 
specializes first (Case 2) , then the slowly growing countηT grows 
faster than in a따ar셰. If both countries reach specialization 
simultaneously (Case 3). the growth rates of the two countries are 
higher than in autarky as long as they have a high elastici양 of 
intertemporal substitution (i. e. , a < 1 and a*< 1). In the new steady 
state after free trade , the growth rate of output is the same across 
both countries. 

A numerical example of the transitional dynamics in the twO 
-countπ open economy model is shown in Figure 2. In addition to 
the same par밍neteriza디on as in the small open economy. the 
foreign country is assumed to be less patient than the home 
country (p* =0.04> p). The new steady state is assumed to be 
specialization by the foreign country and incomplete specialization 
by the home country. As in the example for the small open 
economy, the initial endowment ratios are specified such that the 
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TABLE 3 
SPECIALIZATION IN A TwO-COUNTRY 찌TORLD ECONOMY 

Home Country Forelgn Country 

Assumptlon (Autarl이 
Technology Parameters al> a2. 야

 -
랬
 

Growth Rates of Output Y:= a, (B- /j -p) 

1--{1-"lI adl +1쩌1-011 

A at( B'-δ--0.) 

> y" ‘ = 
- 1녁 1-"깨arO'+α:/(1 -β'11 

Growth Rates of p2 
A _ (a,-a, X B-δ-이 • (at-α:/KB'-δ._p.) 

= > Y”.= 
P'l 1_1’_,, 11/)', fl 4-n.JI-. fl 11 μ2’ 

Statlc Comparatlve Advantage 

1) P2' > P21* 
11) P2' < P2' * 

Long-Run Comparatlve Adv없ltage 

New Steady State 

Case 1 

Producllon 

XI 

X2 
X2* 

X 1* 
Xl X2* 

lncomplete Speclalιatlon Complete Specl따lzatlon 

X 1 X2 1 X{' 1. 

Growth Rates of Output y;-- Yu:; yJ: "r (B'- /j', - P') 

1- (1- δ'11 at 0' • a/(I- β')) 

Comparlson 삐th Autarky Y; < YyA Yilf ; Yu:1 

Case 2 
Productlon 

Complete SpeclallzaUon 

XI 1 

Incomplete Speclallzation 
Xi‘ X{' 1. 

Comparlson 뼈th Autar에 

Case 3 
Productlon 

YZ = YS 

a!( B - /j -- P ) 

1- (1 시)a ， ß+ a,(1 . ßII 

Yllf > Yll? 

Growth Rates of Output Y$= 1/Z-= Yt: 

Complete Speclallzatlon 

XI 1 
Complete Specl외lzation 

X{' 1* 

Growth Rates of Output 
Y$ = yi·= 

1,,11- a/(l -ß')(I- "‘'JI(B .- δ --p)'.a ， 깨(1-껴(1 껴(8'- /i'- p') 

1- fl，에 1- σ) - a:f(1- 0')(1 -- "') + a, a/(1 - 17)(1 - 17치{β- β') 

Comparlson 삐th Autarl인 

If (J < 1. 0'" < 1 
amblguous 

해 > YS 
amblguous 
Yup > Yu;4 

autarky relative prices between the two consumpUon goods are 

equal across both countrles. Flgure 2 shows that the patient 

country (the home country) produces relatively more and more of 

consumption good Xl and less and less of consumption good X2. 
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while the impaUent country (the foreign country) eventually speci려izes 

in producing the land-intensive good X2. The initial jumps of X1* 
and X/ in the foreign country do not seem to satisψ the argument 
of the Rybc낌πlski theorem. One reason is that the relative price 
changes if there is a shift in resource allocation in the two 
countries (p~" jumps up in this example). This violates the condition 
。f the fixed relative price needed for the Rybc까mski theorem to 
hold. The source of these dynamics is the difference in capital 
accumulation. After free trade starts. the home country (the patient 
country) accumulates more capital. while the foreign country (the 
impatient country). accumulates less capital. These two different 
capital accumulation behaviors result in different growth rates of 
output across countries. The growth rate of the home country 
jumps up. while the growth rate of the foreign country falls at the 
start of free trade. This difference is also shown in the growth rates 
of capital across the two countries. After free trade. the interest 
rate is equalized across the two countrles. The reason that factor 
-price equalizaUon still holds in the specialized economy is that the 
specializaUon (defined above) is not complete in the sense that the 
specialized country still produces a consumption good and the 
investment good. 1n the new steady state. the growth rates of 
output. capital accumulaUon. and composite consumption of thc 
two countrles are equal to those of the speclalized (here the foreign) 
country in autarky. The savings rate of the home countη， is hi당her 
in the transltion path while that of the forelgn country 1s lower. 

IV. Summary and Concluding Remarks 

The close relation between trade and growth has been emphasized 
1n the rccent trade literature. However. the transitional dynamics of 
moving from autar셰 to the new free trade steady state has not 
been fully inves디gated. 1n this paper a free trade equilibrium was 
analyzed in an endogenously growing economy with an investment 
production sector ë1 la Rebelo (1 991). 1n a closed economy the 
steady state growth rate depends on preference and technology 
parameters describing capital accumulaUon behavior. The economy 
with a lowcr Ume preference. a larger elasUcity of Intcrtcmporal 
substituUon. and more biased tastes toward capi띠l-intcnsivc consump
tion goods grows faster. Once a country opens its domcsUc rnarket. 
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the country starts to reallocate produc디on factors depending on capital 
accumulation behavior. which determines the long-run comparative 
advantage. Along the transition path. a country with higher capital 
accumulation in autarky increases its use of inputs for producing a 
capital-intensive consumption good in which it has a long-run 
compara디ve advantage. 

Transitional dynamics shows that the growth rate of output of 
the country with high capital accumulation tends to be higher over 
the transition path than that in autarky (that is , amplified through 
international trade). On the other hand. the country with low 
capital accumulation experiences a lower output growth rate over 
the transition path than that in autarky. Therefore , the endogenous 
growth model described above can explain many real economic 
phenomena such as the high performance of the East Asian 
countries with changes in patterns of trade through high capital 
accumulation (01' sa띠ngs rates). 

(Received 17 March 2005; Revised 10 May 2005) 

Appendix 

PrO(π oJ Proposition 1 

The whole system of the economy over the transition path is as 
follows. 

Yx,=a!(Yø , +Yz)+ (l • α!)yψ (Al) 

YX2 
二 a2( Yμ + Y z ) + (1 - a2 )( -

￠ 
1- ø ) Yψ (A2) 

Yz =B (1- Øl - Ø2) - 0 (A3) 

(α 1-1)(Yø ， +Yz)+ (l- α J) yψ 

= Y p,,, +(a2-1)(y“ +Yz)+ (l- α2)( -
￠ 

1- ø 
, 
ψ
 

Y (A4) 

= Yp, 

α l(Y ø ， +YZ)- α1 Yψ = Ypr+ α2( Y Ø2 + Yz )- α2( 
￠ 

1- ø 까
 γ 

V 
t 

) 
(A5) 
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-p- (1- β +β a) Y c, + (1- ß )(1 - a) Y이= -r (A6) 

-p + β (1 - a) Y c, - (ß + a - β a)y이 = Y p-1" -r (A7) 

r=Rz+yp‘ = B - ð + YP, (A8) 

al Ø2 

al Ø2+ a2 Øl 
(Y,.-Yø, )+Yx,= Yc , (A9) 

All variables indicated by y are growth rates (e.g. Yx,=Xlt / X lt). and 
in general. all variables except par없neters depend on time t; for 
notational convenience. the time subscript t is dropped. With the 
assumption of a small open economy. Y p-1" is set to a fi.xed constant. 
From (A4) and (A5) 

￠ 
Yø‘ - Y ø. = 1 - cþ 

Yψ· 

Substituting this into (A4) and (A5) gives 

1 
Yφ ， =-Yz+Y ψ + ------ Yl”’ 

r ’ α1 - a2 ~. 

1 
Yø.=-Yz-

￠ 
1- cþ 

Y if' + 
al- a2 

r pl" • 

Plugging these relations into (A l) and (A2), 

Yx, = Y ψ+ 

Yx.= 一
￠ 

1- cþ 

al 
Y __ 11‘

al- a:오 r ‘’ 

Yψ+ 
al- α2 

a2 
Ypi” • 

(AI0) 

From (A6) and (A7). Yc, = Yc• + Yp-J" and from (A4). Yp，=(al-1)/( α1-

a:.d Y찌，，; substituting these into (A7) and combining (A7) and (A8) 
give 

Y c, = 1 ((B - ð - p ) + [ß (1 - a) + a -
0 

1- α2 
‘ ) Y 피" ). al - a2 - - ~. 
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Then, from (A9) μ is given by 

1 
J{(B- 6-P)- g 1 I1- (1- o)(βal + (1- β) α2)]r야，. } 

1- a2 
Yψ = 

1 , ‘ al Ø2 
(l -Ø)(α1 Ø2+ α2Ø J) 

‘ 

=c. (YP2A -Y씩，，) 

where C is a positive constant since from the efficiency conditions 
(9). 

Øl α1 ø (1- α2) . ~ α1 ( 
Ø2 α2 (1- ø )(1- αJ). a2 ‘ 

￠ 、
1- ø ’ 

This relation implies Y ø > 0 over the transition path with the 
assump디on of Y따 > Yp싱" in autarky. Then‘ it follows that Y x , > 0 
and Y

X2 
<0. Therefore, this economy produces more and more X 1 

and less and less X2 over the transition path. Eventually this 
economy specializes in producing good X1 . Also , from the efficiency 
condition (9) , 

ø= (1- a J) α2Øl 

(l -a성 al Ø2+ (l- a J) a2 Øl ‘ 

limμ =limyψ =c' . 
ψ→1 Ø2• O 

1- α2 

al- a2 
(ypí' - yp2") >0 ’ 

where C ’ is a posi디ve constant. This implies that specialization is 
reached in a finite time. 

ProoJ oJ Proposition 2 

The new steady state gro\\πh rate of output after specialization 
can be derived as follows. First, if the small open economy 
specializes in X1 due to its long-run comparative advantage in X1 
(that is, y p,^ > y pi" in autar셰)， then the new steady state growth 
rate of output after specialization is given by 

YJ 
} 
-

” 
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This growth rate is higher than Y: in autarky 명.ven by equa디on 
(11) under the assumptlon that a 1 > a2 lf and on1y lf a < 1. Second. 
if the small open economy speci려izes ln X2 due to lts long-run 
comparatlve advantage ln X2 (y따 < Y p.j" ln autarky) , then the new 
steady state growth rate of output Is derived as 

y; = 
Q 2{(B - ð - p ) + n - a2 (1 - β )(1-allY마” 

1- a2(1- a) ’ 

which Is always hl방ler than the autar애 growth rate 않 명ven by 
equatlon (1 1). 

ProoJ oJ Proposition 3 

The whole system of tr없lsltlon paths for the home country Is 
descrlbed by the equatlons (A1) - (A9). The transltlon pa야1 of the 
fore1gn country 1s glven as follows. 
Forelgn country: 

Yxr = al*(Y씨 + Yz.)+O-al*)Y;' ‘ 

Yx~ = al(Y;1 + Yz.)+ (1- α1)(-
iJ,. 
L-)Yψ· 

1-cþ'" 

Yz' = B"'O- Øl"'- Ø1‘) - ð* 

(al"'-1)(Yør + Yz.)+ (1 -al"')YØ' 

= Yp~' + (al-1)(}써 + Yz.)+ (1 -al)(- • j v 
v 
l 

) 야
 -
-
냄
 

’ 
·i 

= Yp; 

al"'( Y야 + Yz.)-al"'Y ψ· 

ß/.* 
ζ .. ) Y ψ· 

1-cþ'" ’ 

- p'" -(1- ß"'+ ß"'a >10) Yc ,' +(1- ß >Io )(1- a >lo) Yc; = -rc'" 

= 'Y pl‘’ + al(Y;1 + yz.)- al(-

- p*+ n*(l- o *) Ycr -(β"'+ a"'- β >Ioa"') Yc; = 'Y 써.'- r，차 
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r칸 = Rz*+ rp,* = B*- ð* + rp,* 

a ，*φ * 1''1' 2' , ‘ 
I .,J,.-, - .t. 1 .t. l r짜 -r시 ) + r xt = rCJ* 

al*Ø2*+ a장ø 1* ‘ l 

For notational convenience. it is assumed that the difference in 
autarky growth rates of the two countries comes from a difference 
in time preference rates (p"'" p*). This simplifica디on can be easily 
extended to the general case where any parameter describing 
capital accumulation behavior can be different across the two 
countries. The world market equilibrium condition 핑.ves 

p말 =( 1-β ‘ 
β l 

XI+XI* 
X2+X:훌 

Then. 야le grow야1 rate of the relative price of the consumption good 
X2 is gi.ven by 

rpl" = 8 1 Yx, + 8 1* rxt - 82 rX2 - 8흥rx~ , 

where P2w is the world relative price. r P2'‘’ is 야le growth rate of world 
relative price 없ld 8 1• 8 1*. 82 • and 82* are the production shares of 
each country in world production of goods 1 없ld 2 (81 + 81*= 1. 82 

+82*=1). 
As in the proof of Proposition 1. the following relations are 

derived. 

r ø,- r Ø2 = 
1 

1- ø rø. røi - r 씨 = 
1 

y ι* 
l-Ø* ’ y 

rx, = rø+ 
al- a2 

al 
y。;”

α 1- a2 r-
r p.j", rxt = rψ.+ 

al 

rX2=- ￠ 
1- ø rø+ 

al-a2 
a2 

rf자‘ 
α1- α2 

Ypi” , rx; =-
+ Vt 

* 
-Jv· ψ

·
-
-

α2 

Yψ 

Yψ* 

.1. * 
8 1*+82*( , r τ) ‘ v 
8 1 + 82 ( ，요， ) 
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Ypl‘’ = 

Yø = 
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Yp‘ -
al-1 
al- a2 

Y P1" = Yp/ 

(al - a2)(B - ð - p )- a (α1 - a2)[ 1-
(1 .. , 씨(a ， ø" ’ a, Ø,) 

a , ø, 
Jyψ 

1-(1- a )(al ß + a2(1- ß)) 

a ,Øl 
(al- α깅)(B- 6 - p*) - o (QI - a2)I1- l Yψ· {1- ψ')(a ， Øl+a， Ø，') ， I ~ 

[1- a， 야 

(1- Ø)(a,ø,+a,Ø,) 

1- (1- a )(alβ + a2(1- β)) 

웅 (p'" - p ) 

l+ 8，+8-，(냄τ ) 
8,'+ 8.!(남p.) 

[ 1- a, Øl 1 

(1- Ø')(a ， Øl+a:얘”’ j 

=C". (yP, - YP;) , 

where C" is a posiUve constant. As in the proof of ProposiUon 1, 

from these relaUons. It follows that Y ψ >0. μ .<0. r씨">0. and Yø , > 
μ . Y ø; < Y ø;. Therefore. the home country uses a hl방1er proportion 
of factors in producing good XI relaUve to good X2 over the 
transltion path. 

Proof of Proposition 4 

The proposition Is proved in two steps. Assume that the new 

steady state described by a complete speclalizaUon of the home 

country in the consumption good Xl 와1d the investment good 1 and 

an incomplete specialization of the forelgn country ln the two 

consumption goods and the lnvestment good (Case 2 in Table 3). 

First. it will be shown that the steady state is reached ln a finlte 

Ume. and second. it will be proved that there Is a steady state 

(balanced grow야1 pa야1) with the specialization descrlbed above. 

It can be proved ln a similar way to the proof of ProposlUon 1 

that the steady state Is reached in a finlte time. From Proposltion 

3 , we get the expresslon for the growth rate of the fraction of land 

in producing consumption good 2. As the economy approaches the 

steady state. the growth rate converges to a constant. which 
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implies that specialization is reached in a finite time. 

lim μ = limyψ = 
ø -+1 ø" -.0 

웅(p*-p) (1- α상 

-α2서1-α2)6l+ & Z
a

2 인C따 (띄느띄와yz2[1_ 
6f+lTfπ .. ) α(l -cι} 

al (12* "1 

(1- ø*)(a, t/>t+cι ø,*) 

> O. 

The next step of the proof is to show that there exists a steady 
state balanced gro"따1 pa삼1 after specializa디on. ‘ Assuming the home 
country produces consumption good 1 and the investment good 
and the foreign country produces consumption goods 1. 2. 따ld 

investment good. a steady state balanced growth path can. be 
derived as follows. The bal없lced growth path is described by the 
equations (A1)-(A9) for the home country except that the growth 
rates of fraction variables are zero 없ld the consump디on good 2 is 
not produced any more and the similar equations for the foreign 
country. The world market equilibrium condition requires 

ypi'‘, = 81 Yx, + 81* Yx,' - Yx:강 • 

Then. we get the growth rate of the new steady state balanced 
growth path as 

yJ = Ygf= yJ= 
Q I(B-ð-p) 

1- (1 -δ )[al ß + a2(l- β)) • 

• 

The balanced growth paths in Case 1 and Case 3 in Table 3 can 
also be derived in the similar way. 
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